The Knockout Challenge “Silver Show” 2021
SILVER
SHOW

The games selection below is for an adult teams Silver It’s A Knockout.
It has eight games and ideally needs half the size of a football pitch. Six of
the games use running across, climbing through, sliding type inflatables.

Picture Postcards.
Using our Postboxes Inflatable Obstacle, the teams collect in relay parts of a picture postcard from through the double
Postboxes inflatable. These pieces velcro together and worn by a team member who posts themselves back down the course.

Off To The Beach.
The team collect funny tattoo stickers for our Sumo Bikini Suit by bashing their way down our Bondi Beach Inflatable. One
of the team has to wear the suit back down the course.

Silly-Sausages.
A great blind-folded game. The team dress up as a string of blind-folded sausages who are direct up and down the course by
the rest of the team who are shouting directing at them. Funny and chaotic all at the same time.

Loopy Ladders. (wet game)
The team position themselves along our Ladders Ground sheet. Then they pass wet and dry sponges up and down the row
to collect water at the end of the course. A manic game.

Rocket Man. (NEW SILVER SHOW GAME)
The team collect parts of soft-play rocket through our unique Black Hole Inflatable. These parts are then connected together
and the team launch themselves down to the finish line.

Golden Balls. (wet or dry version). REVAMP FOR 2021.
The team negotiate our Wedge Inflatable Obstacle to collect coloured balls to place up a collecting tube. It’s the first team to
fill their collecting tube and pop the Golden Ball out of the top that wins.

Suds & Slides. (wet game)
The teams collect velcro stickers of place names from around the UK to stick onto a velcro tabard. It’s the first team to
complete the tabard that wins.

Bubble Pit Bonanza. (wet game)
Using our new inflatable “Bubble Pit”, the teams in relay collect different coloured balls from amongst the foamy bubbles. A
very exiting and visual lucky game to finish with. Dry version available.
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